DEMOLITION AND RESTORATION

Demolition: All abandoned materials, equipment, equipment pads, piping, wiring, etc. that are located within or that pass through a project space shall be demolished and removed. This includes equipment, equipment pads, and components that are remotely located (e.g. in a mechanical equipment room or on a roof).

Piping: Abandoned hydronic, steam and plumbing piping shall be removed and capped to the nearest main, leaving no dead legs or unused valves in place unless specifically directed otherwise.

Instrumentation and Control Devices: All abandoned pneumatic tubing shall be demolished back to the main and capped. All control wiring shall be demolished back to its source and tagged as “UNUSED” or “SPARE”.

Electrical: All demolished wiring and conduit shall be removed back to the source. If the conduit is concealed in the wall, floor or (gypsum board or plaster) ceiling, then the conduit shall be removed to a point beyond the floor or ceiling and the floor or ceiling shall be patched.

Restoration: All surfaces shall be restored to like-new condition. Work shall include, but not be limited to, the repair of holes in the walls, gouges in the floor, and roof repairs made necessary by the removal of abandoned equipment.

Communications: No communication outlets, cabling, terminals, or other hardware shall be moved, disconnected, or removed without prior approval. Coordination of demolition activities will be strictly enforced to minimize service disruptions. Any raceway that has been vacated, or otherwise determined not required, shall be removed after all cabling has been properly removed.